
 
 

 
June 8, 2021  
Corn 
Corn continues to be supported by drought conditions in the Northwest where 
conditions deteriorated rapidly last week, as we closed up .0075 at 6.80 for July 
futures. Once again, the CN/CU spread was the focus by the trade as it started 
narrowing up again early only to be pressured after the break to widen out another 
6.25 cents. According to T-Storm rain chances are higher starting around June 20 
as the jet stream strengthens in response to a sharper temperature gradient across 
the continent, which should also prevent heat from dominating in 10 to 14 days with 
seasonable temperatures most likely. Rain will probably be needed in parts of the 
central U.S. around June 20 given ongoing and upcoming dryness, especially in and 
near the central and southern Plains and Iowa where some chances should exist, 
though the exact setup will take a while to determine. According to Chinese data the 
USA exported a record 2.55MMT of corn to China in April, 46% more than in March, 
which held the previous monthly record. That April volume accounts for half of all 
2011-12 corn exports to China, the marketing year high prior to 2020-21. South 
American Consultant Dr. Michael Cordonnier cut his Brazilian corn crop estimate by 
3MMT to 92MMT with many other analyst now in the 88-91MMT range. French Ag ministry report projected 2021 Corn planted 
acres down 11.5% from last year. Corn basis seems to have slowed its free fall where CIF was up a penny today while 
domestic basis felt a little firmer in some areas. Producer selling was mostly slow with many now looking for new highs in corn 
before selling more. 
Beans 
Another big range day with SN trading in a 36c range and closing 19 ¾ c firmer on the day.  SN is finding support at the 10 
day (1546 ¾) and the 20 day (1559).  The SX pattern looks more bullish, after closing 17c higher on the day SX is making 
new contract highs daily it seems.  Interesting story going on in Brazil as exports continue robust with the first week of June 
shipments at 2.5 mmt after two very HUGE months of shipments and basis continues to dive with most months down 3 – 8 c, 
continuing their weakness.  One would think strong exports would be getting rid of the weak sellers.  GASC purchased 60,000 
mt soy oil today at $1,299/ton and 40,000 mt of sunflower oil at $1,368/ton.  The crop is in decent shape in most of the US as 
the forecast is showing hot and dry.  North Dakota is a problem area as their crop ratings were the worst ever last night (34% 
P/VP).  The state has the fourth most acres in the US at 7.4 million one has to be concerned about yield potential with how 
dry it is.  Any drop in production is significant with our low carryout.   MN and SD crop ratings also dropped and thus the new 
crop strength in beans.  SD has 12% P/VP with only 45% G/E.  We are in a good old fashioned weather market and this thing 
will be volatile.   
Wheat  
The wheat complex experienced mixed trade only Mpls lower. Spring wheat ratings from yesterday of 38% came in 
impressively low, but the market is choosing to trade today’s scattered ND rain and a forecast that shows the potential of rain 
in the 5-day forecast with one forecast showing .5 to 1 inch possible, but another model indicating the system staying west of 
ND going up and over into Canada. MWN is 13 ¾ cents lower closing at 7.71 ¼. The close is down 41 ½ cents for the week 
and 72 cents off yesterday’s high. WN is 5 higher at 6.85 and KWN is 2 ½ higher 6.32 ½. The spring wheat areas of Russia 
and Kazakhstan remain dry as well. The trade estimates look for only minor changes in both the US and world carryout versus 
the May WASDE. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  July 
Corn Cif Nola  72+N 61+N 
Truck Hennepin 26+N 14+N 
Truck St Louis 45+N 36+N 
Iowa Interior UP NB NB 
Columbus CSX 42+N 42+N 
Fort Wayne NS 30+N 30+N 
Dlvd Hereford NB 101+N 
Dlvd PNW NB 130+N 
KC RAIL 54+N 54+N 
Nebraska Grp 3 11+N NB 
Dlvd Decatur 27+N 33+N 
Wheat Cif Nola 52+N 52+N 
Beans Cif Nola 60+N 65+N 
Truck Hennepin 10+N 16+N 
Truck St Louis 31+N 36+N 
Dlvd Decatur 110+X 120+X 
Dlvd Des Moines 15+N 15+N 
IL R Barge Frt. 305 310 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. -$300 -$300 


